


MASSIVE CODE REFACTOR, AND THE BEGINNING OF MAJOR 
ARCHITECTURAL CHANGES

NEW PLANER, DEFORM, WARP AND TRS TRACKER

This release marks the first release since our major and unprecedented code 
overhaul. We really appreciate your patience while we have conducted this much 
needed work. Hopefully you can see the immediate benefits of this endeavor with our 
latest tracker, DVO rendering optimizations and the export speed improvements. This 
is just the start, and we are looking forward to returning to frequent, feature rich 
updates.

The latest tracker is based on an entirely new highly intelligent algorithm. It now offers 
updated controls alongside Deform, Planar, Warp, TRS and Translate tracking options. 
The tracker is designed to work in a variety of difficult scenarios that identify singular 
objects with varying degrees of flexibility. Overall, the new tracker is more accurate 
and scales with hardware.

• New Tracker
• Sequential file export optimization
• DVO render speed improvements
• Complete code refactor



• The different tracking pre-sets correspond to order of exibility and algorithm complexity. In 
some situations, "easy" and inexible can be preferred. T (Translate is the simplest and least 
exible setting while ‘Deform’ is the most complex, Warp is highly effective in scenarios where 
the shape will skew but not fully deform and Planer works in many situations including 
traditional planar tracking such as billboards, road signs etc.)

T=Translate 
TRS=Translate/Rotate/Scale 
Warp (Designed for skewing)
Planar (Works for at surfaces and most common tracking scenarios such as head movement etc.)
Deform (Can handle more difficult scenarios and complex shapes)

• Flexibility:
    Fine-tuned flexibility (i.e. allowed variability)
       Deform transform at flexibility 0.0 will essentially become a planar transform
• Safety:
       Inverse of flexibility, this takes into consideration safety related aspects of the track 
point identification 
•• Area: 
       Defines the interior area that should be used for tracking. This can be adjusted if 
the shape needs to be far larger than object intended to be tracked or the area that is 
going to produce the best track.



• Track points:
       Highlight areas being picked up for tracking
       As the object is being tracked new track points appear larger momentarily to highlight 
      where points are being added   
       Track points that are deemed no longer relevant will fade away and are no longer visible

• Predict Shape
      Ability to predict the shape movement based on previous shape translation. 
      This option is good for objects going off screen or being temporarily blocked from view



SEQUENTIAL FILE EXPORT SPEED IMPROVEMENTS

• Source input; Sets the tracking input to ‘Input’, ‘Base or ‘Output. Allows user to take 
the tracker from different stages of the rendering pipeline to optimise tracking 
information. This does not alter the output image in anyway.

In this version we have optimized the thread utilization for sequential file exports (exr, 
tiff, dpx etc.) This has significantly improved the speed of exports for relevant file types 
with massive performance improvements for exports over SAN and NAS. We have 
also added a feature that allows the allocation of a temporary image export location. 
This allows exports to write a set amount of frames (500 by default) locally first to 
perform an optimized windows copy to a shared storage location. This feature will 
further increase export speeds to networked storage.

The image export cache setting can be setup in the project storage tab of the 
preferences



To enable temp cache on sequence exports simply turn on the ‘Use tmp local cache’ 
option in the export settings.

IMPORTANT

It is highly It is highly recommended when exporting to SAN or NAS locations to use the image 
export cache option. To maximize the use of this feature it is recommended to have a 
fast local storage to export to. The storage size for a bounce drive only needs to be 
able to handle the space for the temp cache (default is 500 frames) plus overhead for 
performance. The exports will take advantage of fast write speeds so having a small 
but fast SSD such as an NVMe M.2 drive can be greatly beneficial, however any drive 
with decent write speeds would work as a temp export cache location.

TheThere is a new preference in the rendering tab, and also located Inside the 
general.prefs file C:\Nucoda\2021_2\root\Users\AllUsers. The IO Queue Thread 
setting determines the number of threads being used for image write and is 
automatically determined based on the CPU’s the system is running. 



As a part of code refactor DVO processing speeds have been improved across the 
board. We now are optimized for systems with high core counts such as the AMD 
Threadripper Pro 3995WX chipsets. 

Across the board we are seeing up to a 30% speed improvement on certain DVO tools 
with faster processors and higher core counts seeing more of an upside of the 
improvements.

NOTE: If you are caching directly to networked storage it may be advisable to lower 
this setting to 1 or 2 if write performance dips. Equally if you do not a have a suitable 
local temp cache location and are writing directly to networked storage you also want 
to lower the threads in the ioQueue. Conversely if you are taking advantage of fast 
local exports and have fast processors you can experiment to increasing the threads 
however our tests have proved a minimal return on increasing above 5.
ioQueue
    {    {
        maxLength 10
        threads 3
    }
OOverall, we expect significant performance boosts to all sequential write speeds 
however the exact amount will depend on several factors. For example, we are seeing 
exports go from 2 to 3x faster when exporting locally, 3 to 5x faster when exporting to 
SAN’s with good i/o and up to 30x faster when exporting to storage with a low 
bandwidth connection if the image export cache option is used.

NOTE: If there are GPU intensive effects or unrendered CPU based effects then the 
processing of these effects will still be a bottleneck rather than write speeds

It is woIt is worth noting that we now also maximize processors for exports and so you will 
see increases in speeds depending on the CPU’s being used. For example, a 64core 
Threadripper Pro 3995WX will 2x faster than a 32 core Threadripper Pro 3975WX.

DVO SPEED IMPROVEMENTS

IMPORTANT: THOR CARDS NOT SUPPORTED IN 2021.2 AND UP


